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In order to receive the Adobe Flash Player plug-in to play the HD4Dims flash video, you will be redirected to Adobe's installation page. To download and install Adobe Flash Player, please click here. Playing the HD4Dims video with this Flash plug-in: All the movies and Flash video files available at the website www.hd4dims.net can be
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Digital Anatomy is a reliable and user-friendly application designed to help you view encoded DICOM files, as well as play the multi-frame documents, thus offering you an overview on the evolution of the studied object. You can open several types of medical imaging files, such as MRI or CT scans. DICOM file manager The software is a
useful tool for managing, storing, printing and transmitting information in medical imaging. Its comprehensive interface enables you to open mutliple frames and view them simultaneously, in cascade, tile or customary arrangement modes. It is a facile display for viewing and comparing test results and condition evolution. The software can also
handle multi-frame images, and play them at custom speed and frame per second rate. You can zoom in or out, depending on the location of the area of observation. Moreover, you may edit the luminosity and contrast of the images, for a better detail observation. Key frames and snapshots Digital Anatomy supports a wide range of file types and
quality, including large, resource-demanding documents. It can load up to 512 frames in a document and display each of them separately, in the Film menu. You can select each of them and study it individually. You can merge single frame images and render them as a frame sequence, or you can cache multiple images, in order to improve
playback quality and speed. The software enables you to set key frames, by marking them as still images or clips and adding annotations. Moreover, you may capture accurate snapshots, using the dedicated function. User-friendly interface Digital Anatomy focuses both on the accuracy of scientific study, but also on user experience. Thus, it
features an encompassing interface, with customizable windows and panels. For instance, the Film tab displays all the frames in a document for individual study, while the Patient menu displays the existing patient records. With a double click you can access patient information for viewing or anonymizing data. Conclusion Digital Anatomy is a
useful manager for digital imaging and communication in medicine, as well as an educational study instrument. It is designed to be used by both professional medical personnel and students, for medical imaging files analysis and diagnosis. Digital Anatomy Description: Digital Anatomy is a reliable and user-friendly application designed to help
you view encoded DICOM files, as well as play the multi-frame documents, thus offering you an overview on the evolution of the studied object. You can open several types of medical imaging files, such as MRI or CT a69d392a70
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Digital Anatomy is an efficient tool, the fastest, most effective way to view, display, manage, analyze and print DICOM files. It allows you to open multiple images in a document, in order to view them simultaneously. You can zoom in or out, depending on the area of observation. Moreover, it handles multi-frame images, in order to compare
them. The software enables you to edit the luminosity and contrast of the images, in order to get a better view of the objects and contrast resolution. Key Frames and Snapshots: The application allows you to mark important frames as still images or clips, in order to make them easy to browse, print and archive. The camera function is also a
useful addition, as it allows you to capture individual images, without having to open the source document. The application can also display the elapsed time, in order to change the playback speed or capture the moment. Moreover, you may save screen shots. View, Display and Print: The application provides a flexible and efficient way of
viewing and analyzing DICOM files. You can open multiple documents and visualize the frames, display them simultaneously in a document (tile or cascade mode) and also use a film strip editor or print the frames. You can also view and compare multiple images. Study files: The application is designed to enable you to view and compare
multiple image files at the same time, for more efficient study. You can scan a complete document at once, or zoom in to view a selected area, once you open the right file. Image files: The application is able to open all types of medical imaging files. You can view multiple images simultaneously, in order to compare them. Moreover, you may
analyze and interpret the data for quick diagnosis and treatment. Cross platform compatibility: The application was written for Windows XP, Vista and Windows 7 platforms, in order to make it compatible with all Windows operating systems. Document support: The application supports all types of DICOM document formats:
Microsoft.dwg,.dxf,.dwg3,.tiff,.hdr,.pcx,.cel,.jpg,.jpeg,.bmp,.png and.gif. Software environment: The application is compatible with other DICOM viewers, such as Digital Skin. Technical requirements: It is recommended that the following requirements are met: Processor: Intel Pentium IV 2.4GHz or faster, 1

What's New In?

Digital Anatomy is a reliable and user-friendly application designed to help you view encoded DICOM files, as well as play the multi-frame documents, thus offering you an overview on the evolution of the studied object. You can open several types of medical imaging files, such as MRI or CT scans. DICOM file manager The software is a
useful tool for managing, storing, printing and transmitting information in medical imaging. Its comprehensive interface enables you to open mutliple frames and view them simultaneously, in cascade, tile or customary arrangement modes. It is a facile display for viewing and comparing test results and condition evolution. The software can also
handle multi-frame images, and play them at custom speed and frame per second rate. You can zoom in or out, depending on the location of the area of observation. Moreover, you may edit the luminosity and contrast of the images, for a better detail observation. Key frames and snapshots Digital Anatomy supports a wide range of file types and
quality, including large, resource-demanding documents. It can load up to 512 frames in a document and display each of them separately, in the Film menu. You can select each of them and study it individually. You can merge single frame images and render them as a frame sequence, or you can cache multiple images, in order to improve
playback quality and speed. The software enables you to set key frames, by marking them as still images or clips and adding annotations. Moreover, you may capture accurate snapshots, using the dedicated function. User-friendly interface Digital Anatomy focuses both on the accuracy of scientific study, but also on user experience. Thus, it
features an encompassing interface, with customizable windows and panels. For instance, the Film tab displays all the frames in a document for individual study, while the Patient menu displays the existing patient records. With a double click you can access patient information for viewing or anonymizing data. Conclusion Digital Anatomy is a
useful manager for digital imaging and communication in medicine, as well as an educational study instrument. It is designed to be used by both professional medical personnel and students, for medical imaging files analysis and diagnosis. Read more Digital Anatomy is a reliable and user-friendly application designed to help you view encoded
DICOM files, as well as play the multi-frame documents, thus offering you an overview on the evolution of the studied object. You can open several types of medical imaging files, such as MRI or CT scans
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System Requirements:

1GB of RAM Recommended: 1.8 GHz Dual-Core Intel Atom processor Recommended: NVIDIA GeForce GT 420 DirectX: Version 9.0 Windows 7 Sound Card Mouse/Keyboard Resolution: 1920 x 1080 Windows 7The year is 2131, and the world has been ravaged by nuclear war. Having escaped from the many cities which have been
destroyed, you and your new friend, the Tracker, must scavenge for food and supplies. You must survive,
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